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2018-2019: 
“Noticing Every Child, Every Day”



a 2018 district-wide initiative

WPS&SEL



WPS&SEL

what exactly is SEL?
Social & Emotional Learning (SEL) is the process through which children and 

adults acquire and effectively apply the knowledge, attitudes and skills 
necessary to: 

UNDERSTAND & MANAGE EMOTIONS
SET & ACHIEVE POSITIVE GOALS

FEEL & SHOW EMPATHY FOR OTHERS
ESTABLISH & MAINTAIN POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS

MAKE RESPONSIBLE DECISIONS



WPS&SEL

11/7/18
SEL committee kick-off meeting

4-5pm
school committee meeting room

educators
parents

community partners



WPS&SEL

goals for the committee 
develop vision & mission statements for SEL in Wayland

assess district capacity & resources
review current research & evidence based practices

connect schools, families & the community
develop a strategic plan for SEL implementation



WPS&SEL

the big picture
a cohesive vertically aligned SEL framework from preschool to 12th grade

professional development to support educators
community partnerships that support the district goal

district resources that are practical, applicable & effective



WPS
assistant
superintendent

Noticing every student, every day.

The more sophisticated our understanding of our 
students’ jagged learning profiles, the more effectively 
we can build on their strengths and meet their needs.

Across the district, identify ways in which we can collect increasingly sophisticated 

and actionable information about our students’ individual academic strengths and 

weaknesses; develop school-based plans to better institutionalize those improved 

means of collecting information; and use our improved understanding of our 

students’ academic strengths and weaknesses to increasingly individualize the 

supports, interventions and challenges we provide so that all students can engage 

in rigorous and engaging study and achieve maximum growth.



WPS
assistant
superintendent

Two big organizational challenges

● Authenticity -- how do we authentically connect a 
goal from the district to the school to the 
classroom level

● “One more thing” -- how do we make this a 
deepening of existing work, rather than an 
additional responsibility



WPS
assistant
superintendent

Hats off to the principals and 
TCW!

● Understanding their buildings and staff
● Taking a broad framework and using it to address 

real areas of growth in their schools and settings
● Advocating for authenticity and connectivity



the children’s way

TCW



TCW
program 
director 2018-2019 TCW goals

● Understanding the benefits of mindfulness & 
expanding the practice of mindfulness at TCW, 
including staff, children and families

● Improving accessibility and removing barriers 
(physical, language, materials, cultural)



● Cohort of staff reading ‘Growing Up Mindful’  by Dr. Christopher Willard PsyD.
● Dr. Willard to be our PD Retreat Presenter 1/18/19
● Assess mindfulness practices already in place @ TCW
● Build “toolbox” of new practices for Adults & Students
● Use Case Study Approach: identify needs, then

Implement, share, and assess new mindful practices.

                                                                                   

TCW
program 
director action steps



   Mindfulness Practice for Educators:

•Calm, responsive, nurturing, positive teachers are “present”. Really Notice Every Child

•Children learn best in safe & supportive environments with caring adults who model  curiosity, wonder, & 
perseverance

•Positive emotion + engaging/meaningful content= elevated learning & growth

          Mindfulness Practice Benefits for Children:

•Neurological, Psychological, Physical, Academic, & Behavioral

•Increases in: self-awareness, self-regulation, prosocial behaviors, attention, memory, executive functioning, 
overall cognitive functioning

•Decreases in levels of stress, anxiety, & agressive behaviors

TCW
program 
director

elevating “growth” & learning



elementary education
claypit hill, loker & happy hollow

WPS



WPS
elementary
principals

Fostering FOSS Fever!

Engagement
Effective Effort

Effective Collaboration
Execute, Examine and redesign

Excellent products and productivity

School-Based Goal: To examine and exemplify how key pedagogical practices provide opportunities for all 
students to access learning postures that bring them to analytical and critical levels of thinking…

Elevating achievement across academic areas through FOSS-like Formats

Full Option Science System  (FOSS)



WPS
elementary
principals

Using learning walks to 
observe and identify what 
students do and say in 
response to the 
structures and roll out of 
FOSS Lessons

Learning Walks



WPS
elementary
principals

Develop a shared google 
document in which we 
identify the  instructional 
pedagogical approaches 
during FOSS identified 
that promote a growth 
mindset.

The Overarching Goal



WPS
elementary
principals

Grade Level Focus Areas

GRADE PHYSICAL EARTH LIFE

K Materials & Motion Trees & Weather Animals 2 X 2

1 Sound & Light Air & Weather Plants & Animals

2 Solids & Liquids Pebbles, Sand & Silt Insects & Plants

3 Motion & Matter Water & Climate Structures of Life

4 Energy Soils, Rocks & Land Formations Environments

5 MIxtures & Solutions Earth & Sun Living Systems



● The application of successful pedagogical instructional practices 
as identified during FOSS to other disciplines.

● A continuation of growth in engagement, critical thinking skills 
and the fostering of the growth mindset.

● As end of unit assessments & projects are evaluated in other 
disciplines, students will be surveyed about their experience 
with these changing instructional practices.

WPS
elementary
principals Next Steps:



WPS
elementary
principals

collaboration + critical thinking 
+ real-world content = achievement



wayland middle school

WPS



WPS
middle school Noticing every student, every day.

School Based Goal: The entire staff will begin a multi-year process of 
transitioning WMS to standards-based reporting in order to offer more specific, 

actionable feedback about students’ academic growth and performance.

The Why: 6 Reasons
Principles of Standards-Based Reporting  = Philosophical Match 

By knowing our students better we can both target their 
instruction & elevate their achievement



WPS
middle school

● Solidifying the why through targeted 
professional development

● Planning the how by dedicating 
inservice time to the journey

● Each department will embark on a 
manageable leg of the journey each 
year.

The messy winding road to get to 
standards-based reporting



WPS
middle school

Teachers knowing students better as learners

More personalized, effective targeted instruction in areas of 
challenge

A shift in the conversation between teachers & students 
from grades & points to learning

Students taking control of their learning

What we see when we’ve used 
standards-based reporting:



wayland high school

WPS



WPS
high school

A “deep dive” into knowing our students.



WPS
high school

School Based Goal: In this first year of a three-year effort, Wayland High School 
department teams will develop strategic action plans that strengthen our 
knowledge and support of identified groups of students. 

1:  Self-assessment of current strategies and structures 

by which we understand students’ individual strengths 

and weaknesses.

2: Identification of a group of students whom the team 

wants to understand more deeply.



WPS
high school

3: Data-gathering and research about the chosen group(s) of students.

4: Design an action plan that will strengthen teachers’ knowledge of this group of

students and elevate these students’ academic achievement (for implementation  

2019-2020).



WPS
high school

Examples

Physics students 
who have weak 
math skills.

Students of color 
in Introductory 
level math classes.

Students with low 
reading stamina.

Students who 
don’t like history.Non-ELL students 

who do not speak 
English at home.



WPS
 2018

Personal & civic responsibility
Love of learning

Empathy for others

The mission continues


